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Add pizzazz to your videos and make a publicity splash!
    The fun and easy way to join the YouTube community—and get noticed!    

 Are you yearning to get more out of YouTube? This fun, friendly guide shows you how to search for videos, save your favorites, and even create your own high-quality production! You'll see how to subscribe to a YouTube channel, create playlists, get your video seen, embed YouTube videos in your Web site or blog, and much, much more! 

YouTube For Dummies takes the classic Dummies tact in helping tech novices get a handle on a popular technology that more tech-savvy audiences consider "simple." With so much content on YouTube getting media attention, more first-timers are jumping on the site and they need help. The book also helps the next step audience of users looking to add content to YouTube. Content includes:
	Watching the Tube - includes getting your PC ready for YouTube viewing, finding video, signing up for an account, and creating favorites.      
	Loading Video to YouTube—covers the nuts and bolts of shooting video, transferring it to a PC, editing it, and sending it up to YouTube.      
	Bringing Along YouTube—covers the various ways you can use YouTube video in places other than on the site. Includes mobile YouTube and adding videos to your MySpace page or another Web site.      
	I Always Wanted To Direct—explores how to use YouTube's directors program to upload longer video, use the site for marketing, or launch your own videoblog.      
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WOODWORKING PLANS AND PROJECTS: Skill-Building Guide 2021 for Beginners. How to Add a Unique Touch to Your Home with Complete Step-by-Step Instructions for Inexpensive and Easy Wood IdeasIndependent Publishers Group, 2020

	
		Would you like to be able to easily create a new furniture for every room of your house, by learning the best woodworking skills and following step-by-step projects even if you don’t consider yourself a carpenter?

	
		If the answer is “YES”, then keep reading…
...
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132: Single Cell Diagnostics: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2007

	This book applies modern molecular diagnostic techniques to the analysis of single cells, small numbers of cells, or cell extracts. Emphasis is placed on non-invasive analysis of single cell metabolites and the direct analysis of RNA and DNA from single cells, with a focus on polymerase chain reaction and fluorescence in situ hybridization....
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Solaris Operating Environment Administrator's Guide, Fourth EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Fast solutionsfor every Solaris 9 system administration challenge—directfrom Sun!
SolarisOperating Environment System Administrator’s Guide, Fourth Edition is the definitive quick-start tutorialfor every new Solaris system administrator—and the ideal fast-accessreference for every Solaris administrator, regardless of...
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Microsoft  Visual Basic: Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you have basic programming experience, this book is your ideal guide for writing games using Visual Basic .NET and Managed DirectX 9.  This Second Edition includes almost entirely new coverage. While coverage of game design and 2D artwork remain, this edition includes more detailed coverage of the DirectX game code and utilizes the free Visual...
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Guided Waves in Structures for SHM: The Time - domain Spectral Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Understanding and analysing the complex phenomena related to elastic wave propagation has been the subject of intense research for many years and has enabled application in numerous fields of technology, including structural health monitoring (SHM). In the course of the rapid advancement of diagnostic methods utilising elastic wave...
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Visual Basic .NET Design PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Experience gives programmers a variety of wisdom. As programmers gain experience, they may recognize new problems as being similar to problems they have solved before. With even more experience, they recognize that solutions for similar problems follow recurring patterns. By being aware of these patterns, experienced programmers recognize...
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